Cross-Border Territories:
Crucial places for engaging citizens for
the future of Europe
1. What it is about?
In order to reduce the growing gap between EU citizens and institutions, trust has to be rebuilt,
dialogue has to be strengthened and citizens have to be engaged. Especially in cross-border (CB)
territories, which are directly affected by EU integration, both its benefits such as the right to free
movement and remaining obstacles, citizens’ engagement has a significant role to play. Being well
aware of the great challenges which initiatives of citizens’ engagement are faced with because of
cultural differences (in terms of participation), languages and “types of citizens” (commuters and
others just living near the border), the members and associated members of the Transfrontier EuroInstitute Network (TEIN) will present three projects.
Firstly, the Mission Opérationnelle Transfrontalière will show how the “CB citizens’ consultations”
which they co-organised in 2018 with the Institut Jacque Delors at four of the French borders, in various
contexts of CB integration and governance, with particular attention to methodology, formats and
tools allowed to collect citizens' concerns, questions and, above all, proposals on the future of EU.
Secondly, we’ll learn how a CB area can become an EU local lab for a continuous citizens’ integration.
The work done by the Eurometropolis Lille/Kortrijk/Tournai with the University of Louvain - based on
the CB citizens’ consultation - aims at getting people’s perceptions compared with European realities
and developing a long-lasting bottom up approach to allow people to speak about, criticise and even
dream of a future Europe.
Finally, TEIN4Citizens, is a project led by the Euro-Institut and run by nine TEIN (Transfrontier EuroInstitut Network) members in the framework of Europe4Citizens. Five forums, taking place in five
border regions, will enable citizens not only to deepen their understanding of the EU but also to voice
their opinion about current trends and EU policy making in fields, such as border security, EU
citizenship & human rights protection, multilingualism & identity, civil society engagement as well as
minorities & integration.
In order to be able to stand back and learn from these experiences, our discussant will interact with
the speakers and the participants in order to spur discussion about the conditions for citizens'
participation in CB Regions, the role of institutions and citizens in taking initiatives, as well as the
impact and the legitimacy of such processes.

2. Who are the experts speaking?
Chair: Anne Thevenet, Deputy Director, Euro-Institut / TEIN (Transfrontier Euro-Institut Network)
Discussant: Peter Ulrich, Research Associate, Center B/Orders in Motion - Viadrina University
Speakers:
-

Jean Peyrony, Director General, MOT (Mission Opérationnelle Transfrontalière)
Fabienne Leloup, Professor, Université Catholique de Louvain
Loic Delhuvenne, Director, Eurometropolis Lille-Kortrijk-Tournai agency (a Franco-Belgian
EGTC)
Anne Hofmann, Training Manager, Euro-Institut / TEIN (Transfrontier Euro-Institut Network)

3. Who’s invited?
-

Cross-Border Stakeholders from the public or the private sectors, from different EU Borders
Citizens interested in EU/CBC issues
Practitioners in the field of European regional and urban policy, citizens engagement
European, national, regional and local government officials and experts;
Representatives of European and national associations;
Members of the European Parliament, members of the European Committee of the Regions,
national, regional or local politicians;
Journalists from European, national, regional and local media outlets;
Academics, researchers, PhD or masters students in the field of EU regional policy, CBC and
citizens engagement

4. Where and When?
08.10.2019 from 16.30 to 19.00
Brussels Convention Centre
Room 314-316

5. How can I register?
Registration: On the EWRC Website: https://europa.eu/regions-and-cities/

6. Any questions?
Please feel free to contact:
Anne Thevenet
+49 7851 7407 28
thevenet@euroinstitut.org

